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••• Goodshoot/Goodshoot/Getty Images Dewey Decimal System catalogues library books by assigning them a number of calls based on their theme. Area codes start with a three-digit number. The first digit represents one of 10 broad classes, such as religion, technology or art; the second digit represents one of 100 divisions within that
class; and the third digit represents one of the 1,000 sections within that division. The numbers that appear after the decimal point in the odaja system further narrow the theme; The more numbers are included, the stricter the classification. Although most libraries archive fiction alphabetically, some use Dewey Decimal System numbers.
Dewey Decimal System FilingLook on the first three digits of the dewey decimal system on the label at the bottom of the spine of the book. The numbers from 800 to 899 are classified as literature, but they are not necessarily fiction. Feature titles usually finish in 3rd place. For example, 813 is American fiction, 823 are British fiction, 833
are German fiction, and 843 are French fiction. Number 890 consists of a bag of world literature -- including fiction -- that does not fit into other divisions. Find bookcases with 800 to 899 call numbers and find the appropriate numeric part of the book. For example, a novel with call number 813.4 goes to the right of 813,331 and to the left of
813,914. Look for the Cutter number that identifies the author and the title of the book. It usually appears under dewey decimal system and begins with the first letter of the author's name. The number of slicer for Nathaniel Hawthorne's novel begins with H. Read the subsequent digit numbers per digit - just as you did with the Dewey
number - to correctly submit the book. The lowercase letter that sometimes follows these numbers is a work marker that represents the first easily recognizable letter of the book title. So Hawthorne's Marble Faun, with the cutter number H38m, would be disposed of to the left of his book The Scarlet Letter, which has the cutter number
H38s. Each indicates that the book is a work of fiction. One to three letters of the author's last name appear below this code. For example, the area code for Nathaniel Hawthorne's book may look like this: F Haw Tag means that the book belongs on the shelves of fiction among books by authors whose surnames begin with Haw. Find a
shelf for authors whose surnames begin with letters on the book's spine sticker and archive the book alphabetically. If the two authors have the same surname, then archive the book with the author's name. For example, Julian Hawthorne's book is set to the left of Nathaniel Hawthorne's book because J before N is in the alphabet. Archive
a book by title if the author has more than one book on the shelf. For Nathaniel Hawthorne's House of Seven Gables is submitted to the left of his book Marble Faun because H before M is in the alphabet. Shows 1-50 of 374 Join LibraryThing for publication. This topic is currently marked as dormant — the last message is more than 90
days old. You can revive it by publishing a response. Hey everyone, new member here! I recently reorganized my book collection into two categories: Fiction (alphabetical by author or editor in case of anthologies) and Non-Fiction (dewey Decimal Number). All in all, this works pretty well. However, there are several books that I'm not sure
would be categorized as fiction. I have their Dewey Decimal numbers, so I wonder what specific Dewey numbers I can extract and automatically insert into my fiction category. I searched here and on Google, and the closest answer I found was that 813, 823 etc, through 883 all fictions. But this is not necessarily the case, because I have
books like Stephen King's Science (about fiction, but not fiction itself) which is 813.54, and these figures also have literary criticism or book ranking (Top 100 horror novels). What specific Dewey numbers can I automatically extract and classify as fiction? If you format your books to show the Dewey Wording category, you'll get a useful
description that matches Dewey's book number that you're viewing. (If the description is green, this means that it is automatically generated - and can be very unreliable!) But if you then click on that formulation, you'll be taken to a tree screen that shows dewey sub-categories falling apart. It's not finished (some section titles are empty),
but I find it very useful. Roughly speaking:8** = Literature81* = American and Canadian literature82* = all other literature written in English813 = American/Canadian fiction813.5 = American/Canadian fiction, 20. I'd say your Stephen King example is misguided. But you can't rely on 8*3 being Fiction893 = Literature of the Egyptian, Coptic,
and North African languages.e. It is division 89* = Literature of other languages (where the Second covers languages not listed under 83*, 84*, 85*, 86* &amp; 87*)And Russian fiction is 891.73.The system is in some places quite idiosyncratic. Unfortunately. Most call the system number a group of fictions with fiction books (which from the
reference librarian POV, makes sense - you want books about Shakespeare to be right next to Shakespeare's books.) So, yes, Stephen King's science and Stephen King's fiction would be younger than 813.54. I'm not sure where you see books on American writing for 811 - I get literature - American and Canadian - poetry at LT - but if you
look at the official Dewey tables offsite, 810 is only American and Canadian literature in English, and 813 is American and Canadian fiction in English. It involves the very thing and the books about it. It's useful if you're doing research for the English class, uncomfortable if you just want to find a good book to read. (That's why most
circulating libraries with large collections of fiction completely extract fiction into a separate collection.) Hell, in other words there's no way that just by looking at Dewey's number, I can separate fiction? So how do circulating libraries pull fiction? Or do they actually have to go through the content of each book to determine if it's fiction or
nonfiction? My local library uses Dewey for nonfiction, poetry and stories and the first letters of the author's name plus 4 genre categories for novels. Which makes it pretty easy to figure out what's what. Honestly, most public libraries I know of just walk past what the publisher tells them when they buy a book. (I know, it's a
disappointment.) If they use donations or buy older books, then yes, they have professional catalogues that look at the book, explore it and find out where it's going. Usually novels go into the fiction section, poetry and plays remain under their Dewey numbers, short stories are dependent on library politics, and strange things that fall
between fiction and nonfiction usually end up under Dewey's number in nonfiction, but sometimes there are exceptions. (Like, my library puts Harry Potter playing with fiction instead of the '800s with other plays, because they know that's where people will look for it.) You can try adding column subjects to your LT catalogue - these are the
titles of loc objects, and for fiction, subject titles usually end in -fiction, although some popular fiction has no subject titles listed at all. It's not easy, but it's something? You can also try OCLC Classify, which allows you to see what other libraries have catalogued the book under, and for feature titles there are usually many who just have it
under the FIC as an area code. And if there's a dewey number other than the 800s (or occasionally 090, which for books catalogued as art objects rather than subject matter - I have some experimental small media books and some special picture books that end up there) it's definitely non-fiction. And if there's a dewey number other than
the 800s (or occasionally 090, which for books catalogued as art objects rather than subject matter - I have some experimental small media books and some special picture books that end up there) it's definitely non-fiction. There are also 398 for folklore, and 741 for graphic novels. &gt;7 lorax: Folklore is one of those tricky things, though,
where actual content was created rather factually, but it's a cultural thing that a group of people put stock in, at least at one point. I keep books on my shelves about folklore, mythology and religion in one part, because for me they are all the same basic things. Oh, right, thanks, I mentally don't class folklore as fiction so I didn't even think
about it, but some fairy tales and mythologies/whole stories of retelling that are basically fiction sometimes go into the 390s or 200s. In my home library of sagas, legends and fairy tales are currently in a pile of ugh, I don't know until I figure out which part will have shelf space for them...) And I can't believe I forgot about graphic novels and
comics! I lived in the 740s in my local library until they finally caved in and put graphic novels aside fiction. And fiction that is intended to learn languages (like student editions that mix story text with grammar and vocab lessons) are sometimes under 400 for language. So I guess a) dewey decimal system is not so much a system as a
carefully organized mess, and for a lot of things a librarian or thingamabrarian just has to make a call, but b) probably over 90% of the time Dewey's number for non-graphic fiction will be in the 800s? And those who aren't are usually the ones who are slippery anyway. carefully organized messbeautily speaking! Probably over 90% of the
time dewey number for non-graphic fiction will be in the 800s? And those who aren't are usually the ones who are slippery anyway. I think so. If I was doing this, I'd say All 8x3 and 89x into fiction. Move anyone who seems wrong as you meet them. Melannen: Thank you, that was very helpful. It's quite embarrassing that there doesn't seem
to be any rigorous litmus test to separate fiction from non-fiction other than actual content research... I guess I'll have to use my subjective judgment to discern what's going where. As for 813, I've discovered even nonfiction books that aren't about fiction in that category! Chuck Palahniuk's Stranger Than Fiction, a collection of nonfiction
essays, is in 813, along with Jim Carroll's nonfiction memoir The Basketball Diaries. A carefully organized mess, indeed! If they are autobiographical essays, such as memoirs fall under the current rule that biographies are submitted based on what the subject is known for, so scholars' biographies go in the relevant section of 5xx and
biographies of American fiction writers would go into 813. So far the rule Put all 8x3 and 89x into fiction. Move anyone who seems wrong as you meet them. works well, with the exception of Uncle Petros &amp; Goldbach's Conjecture fiction book, given to Dewey. 889,334 by the OCLC. 889 is clearly a category of Modern Greek Literature.
Would the modified Put all 8x3, 889 and 89x rule in Fiction &amp; move anything that seems wrong while you meet them would be complete, or would the other 8x9s eventually involve fiction? So?
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